
How to Set Up Your Glacier Tent with sewn in floor 
1. Assemble all the poles.  This is what you will have:  

 
  

2. Unfold the tent, top side up.  If using a stove, the flap should be rolled up and secured.  Step one will be to 

install the stakes into the 6 corners of the tent.  Position the door of the tent where desired.  Drive a stake 

through the stake loop at the door.  Move around to the opposite side of the tent pull out all fullness in the floor 

and install a stake in the stake loop opposite the door.  Stretch the floor tight and install 4 stakes in the 

remaining 4 corners of the tent.   

 

3. Install the intermediate stakes in the loops between the corners of the tent. 

 

4. Attach the guy ropes to the eave D-rings.  The door corner rope is longer than the others.  Run the rope 

through each hole of a tightener and tie an overhead knot in the tag end of the rope. 

 

5. Determine the position of guy rope stakes by measuring diagonally outward with a corner pole.  Drive in the 

six steel guy rope stakes taking care that they line up diagonally across with the corners of the tent.   

 

6. Set the corner poles from the outside by sliding them under the tent.  Insert the pin end into the harness then 

through the grommet.  Stand the poles up and guy them out loosely.  The door pole should be set up last.  Unzip 

the door for easy access.  *IMPORTANT*  Double Check that the poles are inserted through the pole harness 

ring, not merely through the brass grommet. 

 

7. Set the center pole.  Insert the pin end into the harness and raise the center of the tent by pushing it up with 

the pole.   

 

8. Tighten up the corner guy ropes.   
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